
Supporting learners on their 
chosen pathway

Help your students to develop their creative talents 
through engaging, skills-based qualifications – 

whatever their learning style!
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Music and Music Technology 
from Pearson
Our qualifications are designed to provide pathways 
to an ever evolving music environment, aiming to 
enable your students to apply themselves and giving 
them the skills to succeed in their chosen pathway. 

To ensure our Music qualifications remain relevant 
and market leading, we’re working with a number of 
organisations to share and develop best practice in 
the study of Music qualifications in the UK. 

It’s so important to see Music from 
different types of people and different 

cultures, as it widens our knowledge on  
the subject-- Music Student

“
“

Promoting diversity, equity  
and inclusion in education  
We believe that all learners should have equal opportunities, 
whatever their background, ability, sexuality or identity – 
and we are committed to working together with schools and 
learners to create learning environments and qualifications  
that reflect the diversity of our world and its people. 

Our aim is to help all students shape their own work  
and inspire future careers in their chosen industry.

Drama and Performing Arts  
from Pearson
We’ve designed our qualifications to engage 
students through encouraging creativity, focusing 
on practical work and developing skills that will 
support their progression to further study Drama 
and a wide range of other subjects. 

Have you heard the news? As part of our  
continued commitment to diversity and inclusion, 
we have added four new set texts for first 
teaching in 2021 and first assessment in 2022, 
to ensure that the choice for teachers is broader 
and more representative. 



KS4 qualifications
A BTEC or GCSE in a creative subject can give your students the practical 
skills and knowledge needed to progress to their chosen career.

Our creative qualifications will help them develop those important talents 
and explore the creative world through a variety of qualification pathways.

BTEC Tech Awards L1/2  
in Performing Arts

Pearson Edexcel  
GCSE (9-1) Drama

This qualification helps students to understand 
the requirements of being a performer and / or 
designer across a range of performances and 
performance styles, contributing to a workshop 
performance in response to a given brief.

Ideal for learners who:
•  want to learn about a range of performance 

styles
•  are interested in acting, dance or musical 

theatre
•  would like to develop technical knowledge  

of performing arts

This qualification encourages creativity, with a 
focus on practical work. Inspire your students 
by choosing the set texts that best suit their 
interests, their ability to access the work and 
their skills.

Ideal for learners who:
•  wish to explore performance texts, 

understanding their context and the 
theatrical conventions of the period in which 
they were created

•  are keen to develop a range  
of theatrical skills and apply them to create 
performances

•  want to develop as creative,  independent 
and reflective students able to make  
informed choices in process  
and performance

BTEC Tech Awards L1/2  
in Music Practice

Pearson Edexcel GCSE  
(9-1) Music

This qualification focuses on creating musical 
products to an industry brief, while studying 
musical elements in different styles. Students 
develop skills and techniques that underpin
effective ways of working in music, including 
personal management and communication.

Ideal for learners who:
•  are interested in music performance, 

creation or production
•  would like to develop technical knowledge 

and skills
•  want to explore careers in the music industry

The Edexcel GCSE Music qualification will 
inspire the next generation of students in 
forming personal and meaningful relationships 
with music through the development of 
musical knowledge, understanding and skills.

Ideal for learners who:
•  want to develop an understanding of  

the place of music in different cultures  
and contexts

•  would like to progress to A level Music  
and beyond



KS5 qualifications
Our BTEC and A level qualifications encourage all students to embrace their creativity, 
develop confidence and discover new ways of expressing themselves.

BTEC L3 Nationals in 
Performing Arts (2016)

Edexcel A Level Drama  
& Theatre

These practice-based courses aim to provide 
students with the relevant skills and knowledge 
that employers value, as well as the confidence 
to progress into a fulfilling, exciting career in a 
creative industry. 

Ideal for learners who:
•  want to develop their skills and techniques 

for performance 
•  wish to participate in group performance 

workshops

This qualification focuses on the practical 
exploration of set texts, supporting progression 
from Key Stage 4 and beyond A Level. You get 
the chance to choose the texts that suit your 
students best, helping them stay engaged  
and motivated.

Ideal for learners who:
•  seek to understand how social and cultural 

contexts have shaped the development of 
drama and theatre

•  want to become effective theatre makers 
and learn about 21st-century theatre making

BTEC L3 Nationals in 
Performing Arts Practice (2019)

BTEC L3 National in 
Production Arts Practice (2019)

The BTEC Nationals Performing Arts Practice 
allows students to develop performing arts 
skills, learn to manage projects, gain self-
analysis skills, and develop an appreciation of 
the performing arts industry and their future 
role in it.

There are five pathways available for learners 
to focus on:
• general performing arts
• acting 
• dance 
• musical theatre 
• circus

Our BTEC Nationals Production Arts Practice 
provide learners with an opportunity to fully 
explore and develop their creative practice in 
production arts whilst preparing them for their 
next step, whether that be into higher education 
or into employment in the creative industries. 

There are five pathways available for learners 
to focus on:
•  a general pathway - to enable an approach 

with differing skill sets
• design 
• technical
• management 
• make-up 

BTEC L2 Skills Performing and Production Arts Industry Skills (2018-2020) (for age 16+)

Studying this 100% internally assessed qualification develops learners’ technical skills and allows 
them to contribute to a performing arts production, either as a performer, or as a member of the 
production team for a performance.

The BTEC Level 3 Nationals qualifications are available in a range of sizes. For the latest 
BTEC performance tables updates visit: quals.pearson.com/performancetables

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/about-us/qualification-brands/btec/btec-information-hub/news-and-policy/performance-measures.html?utm_source=musicdramaexpobrochure&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=GBSEGS0921EXPO


BTEC L3 Nationals in Music 
Performance (2018) Edexcel A Level in Music

The BTEC Nationals in Music Performance 
provides learners with an introduction to the 
sector with a focus on performance. 

Ideal for learners who:
•  want to learn more about composing music
•  are interested in music performance  

session styles
•  wish to explore solo performance and 

improvising music

This qualification provides three engaging 
components, allowing students to investigate, 
analyse and evaluate different musical styles 
and their features. The content builds on the 
knowledge developed at KS4, enabling students 
to progress into higher education.

Ideal for learners who:
•  want to form meaningful relationships  

with music
•  would like to develop an understanding  

of the place of music in different cultures 
and contexts

•  wish to access higher education and university 
courses in music or music-related subjects 

BTEC L3 Nationals in Music 
Technology (2016 – 2018)

Edexcel AS and A Level in  
Music Technology

Using a combination of mandatory and 
optional unit content, the BTEC Nationals 
in Music Technology are tailored to suit all 
sector needs from composing music, live 
sound and studio recording techniques to DJ 
performance techniques.

Ideal for learners who:
•  are interested in music and sound for media
•  would like to develop mixing and mastering 

techniques
•  want to gain experience in DAW production 

and live sound 

The Edexcel AS and A Level in Music Technology 
provides students with the practical content 
they love. The theory is relevant to the 
technology they will be using, equipping them 
for higher education and beyond.

Ideal for learners who:
•  wish to develop an understanding of the 

historical contexts of the use of music 
technology in the creation and production  
of music

•  are interested in a career in music 
technology beyond A Level 

BTEC L2 Skills Music Industry Skills (2017 - 2020) (for age 16+)

This 100% internally assessed practical qualification is designed to give your post-16 learners the 
self-promotion skills and final portfolio they’ll need to progress to employment, an apprenticeship 
or further study in the music sector.

Learn more about our GCSE, BTEC and A level qualifications

Music: quals.pearson.com/inspiringinmusic
Drama and Performing Arts: quals.pearson.com/inspiringindrama

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/subjects/music.html?utm_source=musicdramaexpobrochure&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=GBSEGS0921EXPO
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/subjects/drama-theatre-studies-and-performing-arts.html?utm_source=musicdramaexpobrochure&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=GBSEGS0921EXPO

